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WELCOME

FIVE YEARS OF INSPIRATION!
When our community came together five years ago to start a film festival, we called it Emerge. 
We wanted something amazing to emerge for our community and we wanted to give every 
filmmaker a chance to emerge with us.  

We had a few things we believed Emerge could be. We believed Emerge could inspire people 
in our community and state. We believed Emerge could be a lot of fun for everyone. We 
believed Emerge could give students the chance to connect personally with filmmakers from 
around the world and learn from them. We believed Emerge could be a lot of things if we just 
had the chance.  

Today, thanks to so many people who helped us get here, Emerge is becoming the film festival 
we believed it could be. Thank you for being part of Emerge’s fifth festival celebration! We’re 
so glad you’re able to join us as we celebrate award-winning independent films from around 
the world, Emerge filmmakers in local classrooms, and a film festival that is truly for everyone!

Join us as we kick off Emerge with an opening night reception at Baxter Brewing and a special 
‘work in progress’ screening of Just One Step. This year we have films throughout the city on 
Friday and our first outdoor screening with top picks from the Maine Outdoor Film Festival. 
Thanks to our partnership with the Maine Film Office, on Thursday and Friday local and 
international filmmakers will be visiting area high schools to share their craft. Saturday begins 
with lots of films and somehow we managed to tuck in some interactive filmmaker panels 
brought to us by our partners at the Maine Film Association. Saturday night we close the 
festival with an awards presentation and the screening of the festival circuit gem, The Last 
Pig, directed by Allison Argo and shot by local filmmaker Joe Brunette. Stick around and help 
us cap the night off with our Closing Night Party at the Hilton Garden Inn.

Let’s celebrate!

—The Emerge Team 

www.emergefilmfestival.org



THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

2018 EVENTS
ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre

Opening Night Reception
Thursday, April 26, 6:00PM @ Baxter Brewing CompanyS
Join us to celebrate the launch of the 5th annual Emerge Film Festival. Just a short 10 minute walk from the 
opening night screening at the Franco!

Emerge Outdoors
Friday, April 27, 8:00PM @ Heritage Park Lot 
In partnership with Maine Outdoor Film Festival. 
Doors open at 7pm. Tickets $10 or included with All Access and Friday Only Passes.
Featuring: Broke & Stoked Winners, Immersion, Into Twin Galaxies.
Rain location: Franco Center Performance Hall. Bring your own chairs. Food Truck on site! 

Emerge Outdoors After-Party
Friday, April 27, 10:00PM @ Orchid 
Open to All Access and Friday Only passholders.

Making It In Maine Filmmaker Panels
Saturday, April 28, 1:00PM @ Rinck Advertising
In partnership with the Maine Film Association.
Panels open to All Access Passholders and Saturday Only Passholders. Tickets available at the door. 

1:00PM–2:30PM
Making it in Maine, Part II: Low Budget Filmmaking—From Script to Screen
A filmmaker panel exploring the realities of bringing a script into production, funding options, distribution, and the 
special challenges of making it happen in Maine.
Moderator: Mariah Klapatch
Panelists: Corey Norman, Tonya Shevenell, Anna Gravel, Derek Kimball, Nicolle Littrell

2:30PM–3:30PM
Networking/DEMO/Snacks
MFA presents a VFX and Postproduction Workflow demonstration with Geoff Leighton

3:45PM–5:15PM
Making it in Maine, Part III: Setting Up Shop—Balancing Creativity and Making a Living
A filmmaker panel addressing the challenges of being a creative artist, a film professional, and running a 
successful small business in Maine.
Moderator: Manette Pottle
Panelists: Ben Severance, CJ Lampman, Morgan Myer, David Wright, Alex Steed, Lindsay Heald, Jen Smith

2018 EFFY Awards
Saturday, April 28, 8:30PM @ Franco Center Performance Hall
EFFY awards will occur as a part of our closing night presentation, immediately preceding The Last Pig. Awards 
presented will be: Best Maine Film, Best Documentary , Best Feature, Best Short, Emerging Filmmaker, Best 
Director, Best in Festival. 

Closing Night Party
Saturday, April 28, 9:30PM @ Hilton Garden Inn
Open to All Access and Saturday Only passholders.



THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

2018 FILMS
ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

BLACK MOUNTAINS
Joachim Neef  
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the hope of escaping the ghost of his broken 
relationship and the dark sides in him that are 
responsible for it, Isaac travels through the Welsh 
countryside. When he finds accommodation in a remote 
B&B hidden in the hills, he thinks he has arrived in the 
right place to spend some time reflecting on the mess he 
left behind. But his stay takes an unexpected turn.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

BRINGING BACK BODRIK
Robert Glowacky 
RT 12 MIN | Short
In the Carpathian Mountains of Slovakia, populations of 
wolves and bears are on the rise. Shepherds must find a 
way to protect their flocks from predation. A white dog 
from Slovak folklore may hold the key to bringing balance 
back to the Carpathians.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

CARMEN
Natalia Preston 
RT 16 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sacrifice, a love story, longing and a difficult life far away 
from home: Carmen is a poignant and heartfelt portrait of 
a woman who follows her heart from Venezuela to 
Madrid, but finds a hard reality.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

CAVELLO
Sven Bresser 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Kai and Thomas, two 12-year old friends, are 
inseparable. Together they're everything, alone they're 
nothing. Their bond is strong until a new girl steps into 
their classroom and catches Thomas' eye. This is a short 
narrative about Kai who is desperately trying to win back 
his best friend. He slowly loses control and makes a 
decision that will change his life forever.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theater 

CHOICES
Rick Hamilton 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker

BLACK MOUNTAINS
Joachim Neef  
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the hope of escaping the ghost of his broken 
relationship and the dark sides in him that are 
responsible for it, Isaac travels through the Welsh 
countryside. When he finds accommodation in a remote 
B&B hidden in the hills, he thinks he has arrived in the 
right place to spend some time reflecting on the mess he 
left behind. But his stay takes an unexpected turn.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

BRINGING BACK BODRIK
Robert Glowacky 
RT 12 MIN | Short
In the Carpathian Mountains of Slovakia, populations of 
wolves and bears are on the rise. Shepherds must find a 
way to protect their flocks from predation. A white dog 
from Slovak folklore may hold the key to bringing balance 
back to the Carpathians.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

CARMEN
Natalia Preston 
RT 16 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sacrifice, a love story, longing and a difficult life far away 
from home: Carmen is a poignant and heartfelt portrait of 
a woman who follows her heart from Venezuela to 
Madrid, but finds a hard reality.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

CAVELLO
Sven Bresser 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Kai and Thomas, two 12-year old friends, are 
inseparable. Together they're everything, alone they're 
nothing. Their bond is strong until a new girl steps into 
their classroom and catches Thomas' eye. This is a short 
narrative about Kai who is desperately trying to win back 
his best friend. He slowly loses control and makes a 
decision that will change his life forever.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theater 

CHOICES
Rick Hamilton 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre



THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre



THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre



THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre



THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

THURSDAY, APRIL 26

8:00PM–9:45PM @ Franco Center Performance Hall

Special Work In Progress Screening
 

Just One Step
Open to All Access Passholders. Tickets available at the door for $10.

FRIDAY, APRIL 27

10:00AM–11:50AM @ Community Little Theatre
Shorts Block 1

The Stranger On Earth  |  Exit  |  Flossenburg  |  Anyone Like Me  |  Bringing Back Bodrik
Open to All Access and Friday Only Passholders. Tickets available at the door for $10.

12:30PM–2:15PM @ Community Little Theatre
Shorts Block 2

I Promised Her Life  |  Ablution  |  CAVELLO  |  The Kiss  |  In a Heartbeat  |  Limbo  |  Skates  |  Extinguished
Open to All Access and Friday Only Passholders. Tickets available at the door for $10.

3:00PM–4:45PM @ Community Little Theatre
Running A.T. Full Speed

Open to All Access and Friday Only Passholders. Tickets available at the door for $10.

5:30PM–6:45PM @ Community Little Theatre
Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story

Open to All Access and Friday Only Passholders. Tickets available at the door for $10.

8:00PM–10:00PM @ Heritage Park Lot (Rain Location: Franco Center Performance Hall)

Emerge Outdoors  in partnership with the Maine Outdoor Film Festival

iMMeRSiON  |  Into Twin Galaxies - A Greenland Epic  |  TBA (Winner of MOFF Broke and Stoked)
Open to All Access and Friday Only Passholders. Tickets available at the door for $10.

, APRIL 26, APRIL 26, APRIL 26, APRIL 26, APRIL 26, APRIL 26
Special Work In Progress Screening

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre

DOORS & FOOD TRUCKS STARTING AT 7PM. PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN SEATING.

formance Hall

ailable at the door for $10.



THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

SATURDAY, APRIL 28

10:00AM–11:45AM @ Community Little Theatre
Shorts Block 3

 
The Fare  |  It’s Just a Gun  |  Night Call  |  Night  |  Hoax  |  Under the Florida Snow
Open to All Access and Saturday Only Passholders. Tickets available at the door for $10.

10:30AM–12:45PM @ Franco Center Heritage Hall
Shorts Block 4

Carmen  |  The Transfer  |  Cloud Kumo  |  Three August Days  |  Silvia in the Waves  |  Wannabe
Open to All Access and Saturday Only Passholders. Tickets available at the door for $10.

12:30PM–2:30PM @ Community Little Theatre
Shorts Block 5

Gorilla  |  Choices  |  Distress  |  Omphaloskepsis  |  Gloria Talks Funny  |  My Husband’s Jump  |  
Dear New President  |  The Wishing Cranes   
Open to All Access and Saturday Only Passholders. Tickets available at the door for $10.

1:00PM–2:45PM @  Franco Center Heritage Hall
The Best of All Worlds

Open to All Access and Saturday Only Passholders. 
Tickets available at the door for $10.

3:30PM–5:25PM @ Community Little Theatre
Witchcraft Blue

Open to All Access and Saturday Only Passholders. 
Tickets available at the door for $10.

3:30PM–5:15PM @  Franco Center Heritage Hall
Shorts Block 6

Black Mountain  |  NIMMERMEHR - DREAR  |  Baptism  |  Under Dusk, She Screams  | 
How to Know if You’re Dead  |  Acheron
Open to All Access and Saturday Only Passholders. 
Tickets available at the door for $10.

7:30PM–9:30PM @  Franco Center Performance Hall
Closing Night — The Last Pig   

Followed by the annual EFFy Awards
Open to All Access and Saturday Only Passholders. 
Tickets available at the door for $10.

ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre

ailable at the door for $10.
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THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre



THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

1   30 Academy Street, Auburn

2   46 Cedar Street, Lewiston

3   Main Street, Lewiston

4   113 Lisbon Street, Lewiston

5   130 Mill Street, Lewiston

6   15 Lincoln Street, Lewiston

7   29 Lisbon St, Lewiston

8   14 Great Falls Plaza, Auburn

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre
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THE FARE
Santiago Paladines 
RT 25 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Javier, a 19-year-old Ecuadorian works transporting 
undocumented immigrants from the Mexican border to 
stash houses in Southern California. Working his way up 
a gang of human traffickers, everything changes the day 
he meets Cristina, a 14-year-old girl from his same 
hometown in Ecuador. As Javier is forced by the gang to 
use her as an instrument of his initiation to the gang, his 
memories and long forgotten past is uncovered. On the 
way to deliver her to a sex trafficking organization, Javier 
will have to decide between being loyal to the man that 
gave him everything or save Cristina’s life.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE KISS 
Cameron Boscoe 
RT 20 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young man kisses an older man at a party and must 
overcome the judgement of his homophobic brother.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre 

THE LAST PIG 
Allison Argo 
RT 54 MIN | Documentary Feature
The Last Pig is a lyrical meditation on what it means to 
be a sentient creature with the power to kill. Deeply 
immersive, the film follows a farmer in his final year of 
slaughtering pigs. Through sparse, intimate musings, the 
farmer reveals his growing conflict over a life spent 
“peddling in death.” As the story unfolds, his struggle 
becomes our own. The Last Pig is a poetic snapshot of a 
seminal year in one man’s life as he journeys beyond the 
slaughterhouse.

Closing Night: Saturday 4/28, 7:30PM–9:30PM
Franco Center Performance Hall 

THE STRANGER ON EARTH 
Chloë Saint-Denis 
RT 28 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In Marseilles, away from the spotlight, Eric Alcala paints 
restlessly his dreams and fears. He is a talented painter 
and musician preparing for an art exhibition. In the midst 
of a break up with his life long partner, he is also realising 
that he might be bipolar. The film weaves between his 
past and present condition with insomnia, fibromyalgia 
and mental instability. An eternal social outcast, his 
childhood experiences are the foundations of his naïve 
yet engaged art. Through his creativity, he externalises 
his pain, he calls his creativity the “illness that heals” - 
but to what extent? A man striving to breakthrough on 
the art world, while attempting to realign his troubled 
mind, body and soul.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

THE TRANSFER  
Michael Grudsky 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Erez, an Israeli commissioned officer, and two other 
soldiers have been ordered to transfer a prisoner to 
Megiddo prison. Along the way, a conflict arises that 
forces the young officer to surpass himself in order to 
solve the situation.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

THE WISHING CRANES  
Ellen Arnold, Kaiya Telle, Thomas Anderholm
RT 3.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When an orphaned paper boy fails to spend time with his 
light-hearted younger sister, she makes a wish by folding 
his papers into a thousand cranes that magically come to 
life and fly away. The siblings get whisked away with the 
cranes throughout their village and along their journey 
get to spend the time together they didn't have before.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

THREE AUGUST DAYS  
Madli Lääne
RT 21 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
In the midst of the political upheaval of the early 1990s, 
an Estonian girl and a Russian boy reach across cultural 
lines to unite over a shared bottle of American soda.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER DUSK, SHE SCREAMS  
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
An expectant mother must heed a malevolent call.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

UNDER THE FLORIDA SNOW 
(SOUS LA NEIGE DE LA FLORIDE)  
Sylvio Jacques 
RT 1 MIN | Short
Muriel is an elderly woman suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease. She lives with her son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson Samuel, with whom she has a very close 
relationship. The family is preparing to move to Florida, 
a difficult experience for all, but especially for Muriel, 
who is gradually losing her mental abilities. Samuel feels 
helpless faced with his grandmother's illness, but is 
confident that the relocation will be to her benefit.

(207) 839-2500
moodyscollision.com

ABLUTION
Omar Al Dakheel 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
The bond between a disabled Muslim father and his son 
is tested when love is pitted against religion Everyday 
Waleed washes his disabled dad, Khaled, for prayer as a 
part of their Islamic religious obligation. But, when 
Khaled suspects his son is gay he’s torn between 
accepting him or living on his own unable to pray.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

ACHERON
Matthias Kreter 
RT 14 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
During a 10-minute ride, we witness in 2 parallel 
long-takes the changing rivalries between three 
gangsters and the growing panic of their hostage in the 
truck. The kidnappers are only minutes away from 
delivering the captive to their boss. They just have to 
cross a river.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

ANYONE LIKE ME
Mimi d’Autremont 
RT 25 MIN | Documentary
Anyone Like Me is the story of a Hard of Hearing football 
coach, Shelby Bean, who found his identity as a member 
of the world's only Deaf collegiate football team, the 
Gallaudet University Bison.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre

BAPTISM
Mackenzie Bartlett 
RT 22 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When fall’s harvest bears bitter fruit, the Elder Council 
believes they only have one woman to blame. Rooted in 
ritual, the council declares the need for a “Baptism”, an 
old ceremony thought to soften the sinner and turn the 
town back onto the path of righteousness. Evelyn Doyle 
is not the first to be baptized. There are women in the 
town who carry with them the burden of their shame, and 
they do not speak. Baptism explores themes of sexism 
and misogyny through the lens of horror and magical 
realism.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Deborah relies on chance to avoid making any choices in 
her life, but then faces a decision that can’t be left up to 
fate.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

CLOUD KUMO
Yvonne Ng 
RT 15 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Cloud Kumo is an experimental film that recounts the 
devastation of Hiroshima atomic bombing when Satoko 
Ishii, a real atomic bomb survivor revisit the darkest days 
of her life. Reiko, her granddaughter who suffers from the 
genetic radiation poisoning draws strength from Satoko 
to choreograph dance performance based on her life 
story. Together they face the future with hope and 
perseverance.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

DEAR NEW PRESIDENT
Cameron Scout Bontrager 
RT 5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Written and directed by 10 year old, Cameron Scout 
Bontrager. Cameron wanted the world to know that the 
youth have a voice too. The interviews reveal children's 
thoughts on the recent election and the upcoming 4 
years. Their remarks are very light-hearted, meaningful 
and sometimes humorous.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

DISTRESS
Lane Lyle 
RT 17 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Aralyn Thanderson, the impoverished orphan, must 
overcome starvation, troll roads, questionable 
environmental policy, immigration reform, and knights 
with a misogynist agenda in order to save the Prince from 
the magical tower and receive a sizable cash prize.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

EXIT
Katharina Woll 
RT 23 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Exit is a film about two women who left the 
ultra-orthodox community. Sara Murray became 
ultra-orthodox at the age of 17 when she moved to Israel 
from the US and met her future husband. She lived a 
strong religious and dedicated life before she couldn't 
handle the rigidness of her faith any more. Leaving the 
ultra-orthodox world she lost all her children, who she 
can now only meet 2 hours a week in a day care center 
watched by Rabbinical social workers.

Sara meets Heidi, daughter of chairman of the United 
Torah Judaism Party. She was raised ultra-orthodox in 
Bnei Brak and married at the age of 17. Always wanting 
to escape the religious life she managed to get a divorce 
and to take her two kids with her. Today Heidi fights for 
women's rights especially within the religious 
community. She helps Sarah to reopen her case at the 
Rabbinical Court and eventually get the custody of her 
children.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

EXTINGUISHED
Ashley Anderson, Jacob Mann 
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Matt who has just had his heart broken and so was 
burned by his own flame. He is afraid to fall in love again 
and feel the pain of heartbreak once more; when his 
flame ignites for a new girl he meets, he tries desperately 
to douse his own fire. As luck would have it though, he 
runs into her everywhere and must eventually accept the 
flame inside of him and embrace a newfound love.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

FLOSSENBURG
Heejoo Kim 
RT 7 MIN | Short
Based on one of Philip Markowicz's stories of survival 
during the Holocaust, his transport to a concentration 
camp in Flossenburg, Germany.

Shorts Block 1: Friday 4/27, 10:00AM–11:50AM 
Community Little Theatre 

GLORIA TALKS FUNNY
Kendall Goldberg 
RT 7 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When struggling voice actress, Gloria, discovers her 
agent failed to tell her that her claim-to-fame cartoon is 
being remade, she sets her sights on reprising her role as 
the famous BioBoy.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

GORILLA
Tibo Pinsard
RT 14 MIN | Short
Hollywood, 1952. Henry Corso performs a costumed 
gorilla on horror movies and adventure movies. For 
Jungle Jenna, he must terrorize the leading actress lost 
in a fake jungle. But scaring the woman he desires is 
going to be particularly tricky for the gorilla man.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theater

HOAX
Charles Olsen
RT 9 MIN | Short
Hoax explores environmentalism versus capitalism and 
the right and wrong of activism and protest. It's a 
locally-made film about a Newcastle local which 
addresses international issues with global consequences.

Shorts Block 3:- Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theater

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE DEAD
RJ Wilson
RT 1 MIN | Short
A man contemplates death and baseball.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

I PROMISED HER LIFE
Robert Nazar Arjoyan
RT 15 MIN | Short
Returning from her daughter's funeral, Elena refuses to 
wash her hands, tempting fate as she defies an Armenian 
ritual which bars the dead from entering the home. Her 
daughter Sevan's untimely death left unresolved a deep 
family rift, paralyzing Elena in a state of inconsolable 
grief. At her memorial service, Elena attempts to 
understand Sevan's life more fully through the memories 
of the partner she left behind. But all the while Elena 
cannot help but wonder — what if the dead could come 
back again? Testing the limits of tradition, Elena must 
choose whether to say goodbye for good as she walks 
the thin line between death and afterlife.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

iMMeRSiON
Ben Keller
RT 23 MIN | Short
The power of surfing is deeper than you can imagine. 
Three kids with disabilities show us how powerful it can 
be for them, their families and their communities. These 
kids aren’t just surfing. They are growing.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park 

IN A HEARTBEAT
Esteban Bravo, Beth David
RT 4 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Sherwin is an insecure middle school boy who has yet to 
come to terms with his sexuality. When he crosses paths 
with Jonathan, the most popular boy in school, Sherwin’s 
heart pops out of his chest to go after the boy of his 
dreams. Now Sherwin must chase after his own heart 
before it reveals his true feelings to Jonathan, and the 
entire student body.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

INTO TWIN GALAXIES - 
A GREENLAND EPIC
Jochen Schmoll
RT 52 MIN | Documentary Feature
Three National Geographic “Adventurers of the Year” 
embark on an insane kayaking mission in Greenland. With 
kite skis they tow their white water kayaks over 1000 km of 
the Greenland Ice Cap to reach the most northern river ever 
paddled.

Emerge Outdoors: Friday 4/27, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Heritage Park

IT’S JUST A GUN
Brian Robau
RT 14 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
When a young boy finds a discarded .38 caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver, a series of events are set in motion that 
change his life forever. 2016 Student Academy Award 
Winner & Official Selection of the Telluride Film Festival.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

JUST ONE STEP
Ben Keller 
RT 86 MIN |  Documentary
All you have to do is raise your glance, look out the window 
or down the street to see that they are everywhere. They are 
on the treadmill, the trail and the tarmac. Who are these 
people? And why are they….running? Just One Step ventures 
into the world of running to find out why it is that humans 
feel the need to run. 

This screening of Just One Step is a work in progress 
screening. The filmmaker wishes to thank the audience for 
their patience with some of the flaws in the film, and 
welcomes, in fact desires feedback.

Opening Night: Thursday 4/26, 8:00PM–10:00PM 
Franco Center Performance Hall

LIMBO
Gokce Erenmemisoglu
RT 1.5 MIN |  Emerging Filmmaker
Limbo is a short film that belongs to a project that involves 
both photography and film. The project tries to make critic 
of modern humanity and relationships, how senseless we 
have become by using toy body parts and plastic dolls.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

MOP CAP: AN ALOPECIA STORY
Nicolle Littrell 
RT 61 MIN | Documentary Feature

Mop Cap: An Alopecia Story is a new documentary film 
about one midcoast Maine woman's experience with 
lifelong hair loss. The film delves into issues of 
femininity, sexuality and difference—and how creativity, 
the natural world and self-care become important paths 
to healing and greater acceptance of self.

Friday 4/27, 5:30PM–6:45PM
Community Little Theater

MY HUSBAND’S JUMP
R.W. Gray 
RT 15 MIN | Short

My Husband’s Jump is an adaptation of Newfoundland 
writer Jessica Grant’s stellar, Journey-prize-winning 
short story. In it, the wife of an Olympic ski jumper 
(Bonnie Piesse, Star Wars Episodes 2 & 3) watches her 
husband jump, but, most peculiarly, this time he does not 
come down. What unfolds is a storm of people turning to 
her for answers, seeking to understand how such an 
impossible thing could happen.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT
Joosje Duk 
RT 9.5 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Sue's cousin Genelva visits her from Suriname, 
they want to go out to a fancy club with Sue's two best 
friends. But after having an unpleasant encounter with 
the club's bouncer at the door, the course of their night 
changes completely.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIGHT CALL 
Amanda Renee Knox 
RT 18 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When on a routine patrol, a Black female cop living in and 
patrolling Inglewood gets called to a disturbance she is 
forced to make an unprecedented life altering decision.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

NIMMERMEHR - DREAR 
Nils Helling 
RT 24 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
When Leah learns that her Dad fell seriously ill, she 
escapes into her own world. Soon the 12 year old girl 
must witness her sanctuary revealing itself as a dim and 
gloomy place. Something sinister is hiding in it's 
darkness and when it starts following her, she's about to 
drown in her nightmare once and for all.

Shorts Block 6: Saturday 4/28, 3:30PM–5:15PM 
Franco Center Heritage Hall

OMPHALOSKEPSIS 
Will Berry 
RT 9 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
A young woman confronts her umbilical obsession with 
uncanny results.

Shorts Block 5: Saturday 4/28, 12:30PM–2:30PM 
Community Little Theatre

RUNNING A.T. FULL SPEED 
Ryan Simmons 
RT 9 MIN | Documentary Feature
Running A.T. Full Speed follows the journey of 
ultra-runner Drew Burnett's attempt to break the speed 
record of the Appalachian Trail to raise $100,000 for an 
orphanage in Uganda.
The trail spans 14 states from Maine to Georgia and 
takes hikers along 2,180 miles of the beautiful 
Appalachian Mountains. A grueling trail, with a 70% 
failure rate, challenges Drew to his limits both physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Preparing him for what is next.

Friday 4/27, 3:00PM–4:45PM
Community Little Theater

SILVIA IN THE WAVES 
Giovana Olmos 
RT 13 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Noa and Mireille commit to the painful responsibility of 
organizing the obsequies for Jean, beloved husband and 
father identifying as a woman during the last months of 
her life. The vigil brings a clothing decision that threatens 
the complicity of the mother and son duo.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

SKATES 
Maddelin McKenna 
RT 10 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Set against the backdrop of a bleak suburban town on 
New Year’s Eve 1979, a young boy working at the local 
roller-skating rink forms a bond with a girl skating there 
that night. This is a delicate story about two identities, 
who find solace in each other’s shared feelings of 
loneliness and isolation on the last night of the year.

Shorts Block 2: Friday 4/27, 12:30PM–2:15PM 
Community Little Theatre

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
Adrian Goiginer 
RT 103 MIN | Feature
A kid’s true story of his life in the unusual world of his 
heroin addict mother and their love of each other.

Saturday 4/28, 1:00PM–2:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

Serious difficulties prompt Samuel's parents to advance 
the move. All will experience a great upheaval.

Shorts Block 3: Saturday 4/28, 10:00AM–11:45AM 
Community Little Theatre

WANNABE  
Jannis Lenz
RT 30 MIN | Emerging Filmmaker
Coco is 17 and feels a desperate need to become famous 
even though she seems to lack the necessary talent. She 
is willing to do anything for recognition and avoid 
becoming an everyday "loser". She skips school to attend 
castings, music videos shoots, and to film YouTube clips 
but faces one humiliation after another and is quickly 
pushed to her limits. With her "Coco Channel", she tries 
to expand her notoriety on the internet and create the 
successful, loved, and confident character she wishes 
she really could be. As a crossmedia project, connecting 
film with the online video scene, WANNABE tells the story 
of a young YouTuber, who builds herself a fictitious world 
on the Internet.

Shorts Block 4: Saturday 4/28, 10:30AM–12:45PM
Franco Center Heritage Hall

WITCHCRAFT BLUE  
Michael Sargent 
RT 96 MIN | Documentary Feature
One of the primary purposes of Witchcraft Blue is to give 
voice to burlesque performers—mostly, but not entirely, 
women. According to one performer who's seen it, this is 
not the typical "glitter and feathers" burlesque documenta-
ry. Here, the goal is to listen, less than it is to look. You'll 
hear from such performers as Ginger Rita, Iris Estable, 
Kinky Slippers, Kitty Kitty Bang Bang, Marilyn Melons, 
Mistress Fanny Pearl, and of course, The Incredible Mr. and 
Mrs. Fucksmart. They describe what burlesque is and what 
it's not. They also describe their relationship to this craft, 
and its relationship to other genres as well as the wider 
society.

Saturday 4/28, 3:30 PM–5:25PM
Community Little Theatre
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GRITTY MCDUFF’S 68 MAIN STREET, AUBURN

real local

genuine gritty

To purchase passes before the festival, please visit www.emergefilmfestival.org

2018 TICKETS
ALL-ACCESS PASS $50
An All-Access Pass grants you access to all 
of our screenings, panels, and parties.

FRIDAY ONLY PASS $25
A Friday Only pass grants you access to all 
screenings and events on Friday, April 27.

SATURDAY ONLY PASS $35
A Saturday Only pass grants you access to all 
screenings and events on Saturday, April 28, 
including the EFFY Awards.

INDIVIDUAL TICKETS $10
Available at the door.

Without you, this festival 
would not be possible.

We appreciate your 
dedication and passion 

for supporting 
independent film in L/A.
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Proud Supporter of the Emerge Film Festival
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